
Lavender Sunrise Memory Wire Bracelet
Project B817
Julie Bean

Three rows of wonderfully hued purple and green beads are mixed with glints of gold in this memory wire bracelet project.

This easy-to-make design blends beads of different sizes and shapes and is capped off by three petite beaded dangles.

What You'll Need

Bright Gold Color Bracelet Memory Wire 12 Loops

SKU: WXM-030

Project uses 3 loops

22K Gold Plated Head Pins - 22 Gauge, 2 Inches (X50)

SKU: FHP-5221

Project uses 3 pieces

Czech Fire Polished Glass Beads 8mm Round Lumi Coated - Purple (25)

SKU: BCP-10406

Project uses 13 pieces

Czech Fire Polished Glass Beads 3mm Round 'Metallic Amethyst Luster' (50)

SKU: BCP-10081

Project uses 28 pieces

Toho Seed Beads, Round 8/0 Semi Glazed, 8 Gram Tube, Rainbow Clover

SKU: JSH-0415

Project uses 22 pieces

Genuine Metal Seed Beads 6/0 Gold Tone Gilding Metal 33 Grams

SKU: BMS-0604

Project uses 43 pieces

Czech Fire Polished Glass, Donut Rondelle Beads 5x3.5mm, 50 Pcs, Green Turquoise / Dark Travertine

SKU: BCP-01071

Project uses 36 pieces

TierraCast 22K Gold Plated Pewter Hexagon Rondelle Beads 5mm (10)

SKU: BMB-3593

Project uses 10 pieces

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-7213] BeadSmith Simply Modern Series, Round Nose Pliers, 4.75 Inches Long,

[XTL-5600] Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers - For Cutting Beading Wire, 1 Piece, [XTL-5610] Xuron

Memory Wire Cutters Cutting Pliers -Strong & Easy, [XTL-5450] Xuron Jeweler's Super Fine

Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose
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Instructions

1. Begin by cutting your memory wire with memory wire cutters so that you have 3 complete loops. Onto one end, create a simple wire loop. 

2. If you like, you can also watch the video: How to Make a Memory Wire Bracelet with Pastella Beads. This video will show you a lot of the basics including
cutting the wire, making the loop, stringing the beads, and finishing the bracelet. 

3. For the stringing of the beads, there was no real set pattern other then the largest purple bead being added every inch or so and then making sure to
add a gold bead of some form every 2 to 3 beads. Other then that, it was all fairly random. Please look at the photograph for inspiration. 

4. Continue adding beads until you have around 1/4 of an inch left of wire. Grab this wire with your round nose pliers and create a simple wire loop. 

5. To create your first dangle,  place a rondelle, a gold bead, a 3mm round bead, and a seed bead onto a head pin. Create a simple wire loop after the last
bead and trim off excess wire. For the second dangle just add a rondelle, a gold bead, and a 3mm round bead to a head pin and create a simple wire loop.
Finally for the 3rd dangle add a rondelle and a 3mm round bead to a head pin and create a simple wire loop. 

6. Open the simple wire loops on all the dangles (the same way you would open a jump ring) and link them to one of the loops on your bracelet. Make sure
to close up the loops once you have attached them. 

7. All done. Enjoy!
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